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Use of satellite soil moisture products in hydrologic modeling
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• Soil moisture should be useful in this regard; however, satellite products are
commonly perceived to be “too noisy” to serve as a meaningful benchmark for
hydrologic models.
• However, recent advances (i.e., L-band radiometery + plus the generation of
official DA-based products) purport to provide the potential to soil moisture
products with significantly improved precision.
Question: Have we crossed a threshold where remotely-sensed soil moisture can
provide process-level insight for hydrologic modeling?

Relationship between pre-storm soil moisture and runoff efficiency
Soil moisture is one (of
multiple) factors impacting
the efficiency of
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Relationship between pre-storm soil moisture and runoff efficiency
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16 unregulated basins in the
South-Central United States
“In just under 18 months [March 2015
to August 2016] , however, the number,
extremity and widespread nature of
flood events has been incredible in this
region [Texas northeast to Missouri].”

Four soil moisture products (March 2015-May 2017):
1) X-band AMSRE (LPRM) 1:30 AM
2) SMOS Level 2 soil moisture 6 AM
3) SMAP Level 2 soil moisture 6 AM
4) SMAP Level 4 soil moisture (UTC daily average, surface zone)
Plus, USGS Stream flow data at 16 basin outlets.

More Skill for Stream Flow Forecasting

Observed soil moisture/runoff coupling strength

Observed soil moisture/runoff coupling strength

“True” Coupling Strength

Due to biasing impact of
random observation
errors in SM, stream flow
and rainfall, plotted R2
values represent a
bottom bound on true
coupling strength.

Better SM products =
a higher lower bound
= a better constraint
on models

Land Surface Modeling

Plus… Catchment Land Surface Model (CLSM) forced by the GOES-5
atmospheric system with gauge-precipitation correction.
So, five models (Mosaic, Noah, VIC, SAC and CLSM) in total.
SMAP data record (March 2015 – May 2017)

4 LSMs (Mosaic, Noah, VIC and SAC)
All forced by a common meteorological forcing dataset, UTC daily averages

Model representation of soil moisture/runoff coupling strength

Surface runoff for large events > 25 mm/day
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No soil moisture or stream flow observations….simply internal model predictions.

Process-level conclusions for hydrologic models
 “worst model” = Noah (v3.2)
Uses an “infiltration-excess” runoff formation where runoff
efficiency is driven primarily by precipitation intensity (with
a secondary sensitivity to soil moisture). Labeled as nonphysical via analysis of SMAP L4 data.

 “best model” = Catchment Land Surface Model (CLSM)
Uses an “saturation-excess” runoff formulation where
runoff efficiency is primarily by the fraction of the land
surface which is saturated from below by the water table.
This fractional saturation is tightly linked with surface soil
moisture. Consistent with SMAP L4 data analysis.

Notes and Conclusions
Three clarifications/caveats:
• Not a complete shock to hydrologists (e.g. latest version of Noah have a saturation
excess runoff parameterization).
• Difficult to distinguish between “process” and “parameter” problems (i.e.,
possible that Noah v3.2 infiltration excess runoff physics are poorly parameterized).
• Not implying non L-band soil moisture products are too appropriate for science
applications.
Conclusions:
• We have entered an era where remotely-sensed/land DA soil moisture datasets
can contribute process-level insight into hydrologic modeling.
• At least in this particular case, both L-band radiometry and the application of land
data assimilation have contributed to this advancement.
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